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NEUTRINO MASSES IN SU(2)xU(1) THEORIES

J. Schechter
Physics Department, Syracuse University, Syracuse, J.Y. 13210

ABSTRACT

SU(2)xU(1) theories in which there are n generations and m
singlet neutrino fields are investigated. Jatural theories of this
type contain massive neutrinos. The resultant gauge boson weak inter
actions are parametrized. A leptonic GIM mechanism. does not gen
erally hold and this leads to the possibility of a "heavy" neutrino
decaying into three others as vell as oscillations of neutral current
interactions in a neutrino beam.

"geometric" aspect. Notice that if one imposes a larger sy=etry than
SU(2)xU(1) (GUT, for example) the parameters will generally get

~ restricted.

BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE MODEL

Although not the historical approach, the Dirac spinor mtrI be
conveniently viewed as the amalgamation or two 2-canponent rel
ativistic (van der Waerden) spinors for the purpose of o1itaining a
linear transformation property under the parity operation. Since we
don't Y8I1t to make any assumption about C,P,T, etc. in a natural
theory its reasonable to work with. the 2-component spinors directly.
The 2-component spinors may be considered to be the upper 2 entries,
p of a four component spinor in a Y5 diagonal representation:

.. l+Y S . fp)'L ~ "to
INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1 Neutrino Interactions

The indices i and j difl'erentiate fields of the s.e charge.
We will discuss the matrices K and P here. The Higgs couplings are
more mo~el dependent; a recent discussion of thea is given by Cheng
and Li. We can look upon the parametrization of the _trices K
and P as the "kinematics" of the gauge group SU(2)xU(l). Since
they give infonnation as to the discrete By1IIIIetri~s they have a

'!he field P will be the basic bui1ding block for constructing a
theory of neutrinos. The free Lagrangian using p and describing a

particle of masS m is

i/!- = -iptOll'\l1ZpT02P+ h.c.)

a =(0 -i) (l)
II '

Note that this leads to the non-linear equation of motion

io a p=-mo2P· .
II II

Furthermore p cannot represent an ordinary (commuting) c-number since

1 T T T T~hen p 02P=P O
2

p=-p 02 P=O. There is no problem since we consider
P as a quantum field operator

()
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(Here u(r)(p) and V(r)(p) are the ordinary mass m Dirac wavetunctions).
Using the canonical procedure and the field expansion (2) we find

the energy operator

" "22 t + +)H-L {p-+m- A (p)A (p ,
r r

so the tJ:l1lory has a usual particle interpretation. Note that in
general~ of eq. (1) violates lepton number. A collection of terms
like (1) is more general than a collection of rree Dirac Lagrangians.
The Dirac Lagrangian is in fact a special case, being the sum of
two with equal masses. Specifically
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This talk is based on York done in collaboration vith J.W.F.
Valle. A more detailed discussion of many points(.and appropriate
references are given in ref. 1. The question of interest here is:
what parameters characterize an SU(2)xU(1) theory with massive
neutrinos? In other words, what should experimentalists measure in
analogy to the K-M parameters of the hadronic weak interactions? We
shall require the theory to be natural in the senses that

a) There should be no arbitrary adjustment of coupling con-

stants or masses.
b) There should be no assumptions made about any ~tries

other than SU(2)xU(1) and (proper) Poincare invariance. In other
words the theory itself should tell us to what degree it respects
things like parity, charge conjugation, time reversal, and lepton
number conservation.

In SU(2)xU(1) there are the three types of interactions in-
volving neutrinos shown in Fig. 1
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(1)

(8)

tlecause D and U are Dirac fields equiValent new ones have di~ferent

phases but leave ~Di invariant. Rede~iningrac

THE (n ,m) MODELS

D-wot(a)D'

n
U=w (y-a)U' I a =0

o 11.=1 a
T:-:-

changes the interaction to WULYCe~iDL' where, using (6),

i(aa+eab-~)
C ...;= 'lflll[ln ble ].
e~~ a<b a

The (n-l) independent phases a are at our disposal so we ~ use
them to eliminate arr:r (n-l) o~athe e b's. Thus the resulting matrix
in (8) has n(n-1)/2 real angles In b f and ntn-1)/2-(n-1) CP vio
lating phases. Rote that the abovt procedure gives~ a counting
and an explicit parametrization.

(3)

Cand down quarks, respectively.

A WARM UP EXERCISE

~Dirac·O(CP1,m)+~CP2 ,m)

~Dirac=(a2:·)
x= -!< P2+iP1), ~P2-iP1)12 12

For this purpose we consider the parametrization o~ the badron
ic charged current weak interactions given the generalized Cabibbo
-;;r Kob8¥ashi-Maskawa matrix, C. The matrix appears in a term

~

W ULYCDL
where U

L
and D

L
are colUllll1s o~ up

can be 'taken to satisfy
+ -1

C =C ,det C=l.

C o~ course arises in the ~irst place because of the need to bring
the mass term of the Lagrangian to diagonal form. It can be para
metrized (using all the generators o~ the group sutn» as a product
of a diagonal matrix o~ phases, wo(Y) and matrices describing
"complex rotations" in each plane, w(n

ab):

For the lepton sector of the theory many models of interest are
of the class "here there are n neutrino fields belonging to suC21
doublets and m neutrino singlets. In a natural theory the free
neutrino part of at.- will look like the sum of (n+m) Lagrangians (1)
with the additional possibility of non-diagonal mass terms:

(9)

(11)

J) m+n t 1 T
OlFree= -a~1[iPaO~a~Pa~Paa2Ma8P8+h.c.)].

Here the mass matrix M is decomposed as

Tf, I jM=M = Ml I D

i ; -M
2

• (10)

I
j+-~m~

A natural possibility is to have M =0; we call this a theory of
type II. We would like to introduce phytical neutrino fields, \I

to bring (9) to the form

n+m t 1 T
_JFr • - r [i~ O' a ~ ~2~ 0 ~ y + h.c.)],

01, ee a"'l a ~ ~ a a 2 ana

X areal masses.a

(4)
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C =Ill (y) 'If w(n
sh

)
o a<b

Here iY
1_

iY2 iY
n

Wo (Y)=diag(e ,e , ... , e )

Y1+Y2+" ·+yn-o , (5)

, i9ab
setting nab: tnab Ie we have for the (12) rotation for eX8lllpleand

A very useful identity is
i9 b i(9 +a~)

wo(a)w(lnable a )wot(a)-w(lnable ab a ). (6)

Since the first term in (9) is of the same ~orm as'the first term
in (11) we must have

t -1 ( )
~W,U~ • ~
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Fer ~he second term we require 

tJlo{'J..xzreal, diagonal. 001 
t

3ecause rl rather than U appears in W) tb.i.s is not the usual 
cU~r.&lization problem. But (see re~. 1 ~or detailslll'e can allOQ'S 
!'....:ld a U satisfying both (12) and Cl3). lote ~rom ur; that phase 
~ges on the v 

16 a 
'01_ ~ 
~ a 

vi:.J. n,,~ leave £- invariant. Thus there is less phase freedom 
~b.u ~or Llirac t'iUali. 

~~ interaction terms expressed in terms o~ the "bare" .t":lelda 
l~ :..u.e 

II n 
W- r ~YPa and Zo r PaYP (14) 

;;pol Cl"'l 
a 

::ie~ Z ~s the column of bare electron type fields and ~or simplicity 

ve ::.e-"" "·r~tten 'P
a 

for (:a]. When the trans~o",ations (12) to the 

l'cp::s..::. v's and EL=OLe to the physical e's are made (14) takes the 
f-:;r:,. 

iie:,.ylCv and ZOVyPv. (~5J 

!: s.::c! :: are the matrices of interest shove io Fig 1. K is of the 
~C:":"7.ri::e rectangular form 

.......
 
ft (16)Lco'"C!l(ot)bcUca= I 1

".,.-tes ..It sa~~.s__ [I] 
!':"~=:=. 1" (17) 

b1..-t +.. 
a~ _ A (lS)0
:1:.e ",atrix P is an (n~)x(n~) aquaz-e llIatrix given by
 

e t t
 
PaS- r U U S-(ICK ) B' (19)

a'"1 aa a a 

vt-..ere (16) vas used io th2 last step. We make the folloving 
re:ArU 

i) Eq. (19) shovs that i~ ve knov K. "" knaw P so it is only 
necessary to parametrize K. 

ii) There is no GIM mechanism ( this mechanism is the statement 
P=1) ~or leptons, in general. UDless there are no 5U(2) singlet 
neutrino ~i,ldS present (~O). 

i11) ~P 
iv) P =P so it is a proJection matrix. 

PARAMETRIZING K 

The ravs o~ K are a set o~ n, _n dimensional orthonormal. 
e~lex vectors. The number o~ real parameters needed is thus 
equal to: 
normalizations orth~naliZ~electronphases-, 

2D(m+n) - n - n(n+l) - n '" n(n+2m-l) (20) 

K is a truncated uoitary matrix but ~irst parametrizing the uoitsry 
matrix and then truocat1ng vill in general. ;yield too many parameters. 
For example, consider the rectangular matrix which comprises the 
~irst rov o~ a 4x4 real orthogonal matriJc. Parametrizing tht: 4x4 
matrix vill generally give a ~irst rov which depends on six angles. 
Clearly only ~our (including the resolution of a sign ambiguity) are 
needed. We proceed as follovs, using the basic "rotations" 
~(~ab) introduced earlier. De~ine the uoit vectors 

+(1) +(2) +(n)
e .e , ... ,e 

by e~a).6ae. Take the first rov o~ K to be the transpose or 

x(1)=n:W( 11 (21a) 
1a)e(1),a=2 

the second rov of K to be the transpose o~ 

n+m n+m 2 
x(2) .. r W(~l) w w(n ) (21b)

2S)e(a-2 a 8=3 

and so on. The counting o~ parameters is easily verified to agree 
with (20) and the orthogonality o~ different rOYS can be seen, 
for eXllmple, by 

t t 
x(l) X(2).e(1) w .w(n )e(2).0. 

~. 
(l)t 

e 

We make the folloving remarks: 
i) Eqs. (21) are obtained b;y mul.tiplying matrices vi th non-triv1.s.l 

2%2 sub blocks together. '!hue they IIl8Y be t'atrl,r convenient in 
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practice. 
(11) '!he llUIlter of anglles Inab I in the para.tI:etrization equals the 

nUlllber of phases 8 b' 
(iii) In ~ It models. where H of (10) vanishes, there vill belat ~st (a-e ) fever real parBllleters. This number is the number of 

generators of U{n-m). 

Same eXlUllples: 

Theory ane;les phases total 

(3,OlII ° 0 
(2.0)1 1 1 °2 
(3.0)1 3 3 6 
(4.0)1 6 6 1.2 
(3.3)1 or II 12 12 24 
(3,1)1 6 6 1.2 
(3.1)ll 5 3 6 

The usual 3 generation model vith massless neutrinos is (3,0)11 in 
the presen. notation. Note that oving to the smaller phase freedom 
for the spinors V in (ll), the (3.0)1 case. for example, requires 
more parlll:eters tlkn does the KM matrix for three quark. generations. 

CONSEQUENCES OF 1'11 

I.The decay of a neutrino into three lighter Ones is nov per
mitted it the ~value is right. All a crude estimate. the parent 
neutrino is required to be heavier than about 2 MeV if its litet1Jlle 
is to be less than 1000 sec. 

2. le~ral current oscUlations in neutrino beams are now pos
sible. ]"ill is s:lBo disc:1JSsed by Barger. Langack.er, Leveille, and 
Pskvaea. 

A schematic diagrBlll of an experiment to detect OScillations in 
neutrino reactions mediated by charged II exchange is given in :Pig. 2 

e k~~ ~'(~ 

JOUl',c:£ IffVTAIIIO &fA'" t L~ ~lr,'r.." 
DE'ltC'Toll f,e ..& 

"'He 0 T ..... e t. 

'18.2 Charged Current Oscillation experiment 

Let US denote the probability factor for observing an electron of 
t)'peb in the above experilllent by I (a..-b, t ) • It K is a square 
..trix (.-0) one vill hu.. cc 

LI (a~.t)=l. 
b cc 

HOl.rever in general Ve nov have 

}) (a~.t ~l. 
b cc (22) 

Next consider an experiment designed to detect oscillations in
 
neutrino reactions involving ZO meSOns exchanged from hadrons, shown
 

i ...... 3 ~,.., ..... t,.,e c. -r: ..,~
 
~~ . "e"t".•tr1
I NEUTf',.'NO 6£.41"1 

~OURC.E 

Fig. 3 Neutral Current Oscillation EJtper~nt 

This viII be describedtby a pro£ability factor INC(a~·s.t). Using
the properties of P=KK we find for real K: 

IWC(a+v's,t)=LI (a~,t) (23)
b cc 

In the usual case the right hand side of (23) Is 1 and thus con
tains no time dependence. Hovever this is no longer true in gen
eral. For example take a (1,1) theory with real K given by 

K=(cose sine). 

Then (23) yields 

2 2r(El-E2 )t l 
1NC(I~'s,t)=Icc(1+1,t)~1-sin 28sin t 2 J' (24) 

This shovs the neutral current oscillation phenomenon. I /1 Is 
constant in time bec&use there is only one term on the r.R?s.CC 
of (23). This feature does not hold in general. 

Finally, if it is assumed that the Submatrix 101 in (~O) iS 
2 4large compared to the other entries (Gell-Mann. Ramond, Slansk;y 

mechanism) then P vill have the approximate form 

l 1_11 ~ 
P"' - -'-- tl 2~ BIIlall I ( small) • 

vhere small lIleans order of (IM -~). Lov mass neutral current 
neutrino oscillations vill not~e important in such a case. 
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ABSTRACT

The question of neutrino mass in the 50(10) grand unified
gauge theory is considered. It is pointed out that while the
radiative corrections generate the left hand Majorana mass of
neutrino, it is smaller than that obtainedby diagonalization of the
mass matrix consisting of the Dirac mass and a large right hand

Majorana mass.

In the standard elecnoweak theory, there is no particular
reason for neutrino not to have mass. A real mystery ,hOllever, is
apparent smallness of its value, if not zero. Several experiments
(though all are merely circumstantial evidences at best) indicates

1

that some of the neutrinos may have masses in the range of
1 ~ 30 eV. In recent articles,2,3 a suggestion has been made
that a Higgs mechanism in the 50(10) gauge model" can generate a
large Majorana mass for the right handed (RR) neutrino and then
a small mass for the left handed (LH) neutrino results from the
diagonalization of the mass matrix.

In this talk, we discuss the problem of the LH neutrino mass
by radiative corrections and see whether the above mechanism for
the explanation of the observed small neutrino mass is spoiled

or not;
Let us start with a general discussion of the Dirac mass and

the Majorana mass. A general expression for the mass term for
neutrino is given by

1 -c - c 1 -c - e-Ls"'2 MR(vava + vava) +"'2 -x.(vLvL + vLvL)

+ m(vLva + vRvL)
(1)

where Ka (lilt.) and m are the Majorana masses for the RR (LH)
neutrino v& (v

L)
and the Dirac mass respectively. The suffix c

stands for the charge conjugated field and is defined by

,c . c"f, ~ • _,TC-l (2)

*A talk presented in the Neutrino Mass Miniconference and Work
shop held at Telemark Lodge, Wisconsin on Oct. 2-4, 1980.




